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New south african hip hop songs

Hero Images/Getty Images Throwing a barbecue party in the backyard? Kicking back in the pool? You need the right music for the event soundtrack. If hip-hop is your speed, then you want the right mix of warmth, nostalgia and surprise. Turn on the barbecue and turn the music into this hip-hop barbecue
playlist. Saturday's Uptown Night of Camp Lo had no shortage of hot songs, but that's a sure go-to when you're trying to add a piece of soul to the party. A great hot weather song from Only Built 4 Cuban Linx by Raekwon. Don't touch that one on your barbecue if you plan to invite your mother... unless, of
course, she is a strong fan of Wu-Tang. Summertime is, well, the last summer rap song. No list of summer/bbq playlists is complete without the soft jam of Will Smith and Jazzy Jeff. This Tribe special has only grown sweeter since the '90s. Shoot this to promote crowd participation in your party. Can I kick
it? Yes, you certainly can. His neck smelled sweeter than a plate of yams with extra syrup, sings Big Boi in Spottieottiedopalicious. And this is definitely sweet enough to evoke fainting and a little nostalgia. Every barbecue playlist needs a surprise element. Next Level is certainly one of those songs that
will have people saying, Oh yes, I haven't heard that in a while. Teddy Riley and 'nor swaggering in a whole flirting beat. Dr. Dre spitting out his most innocuous rhymes of all time. Oh, the glory days when people said things like No diggity. What's not to love? With this masterfully composed party rap
song, Biggie testifies about her fantasy of kicking her with some flying ladies and a T-Bone steak while smoking in the jacuzzi. Ideal for the slow segment, spine and grinding of your party. When that happens, watch out for the freaks. That's perfect for everything. Pool parties, barbecue parties, weddings,
Bar Mitzvahs. All. But be careful, Int'l Anthem Players will have their guests doing their best imitation of Willie Hutch, going I-i-i-i-i chooose you, bae. Kanye West and T-Pain take you to a place where life is good, whether you're broke or rich. One of the highlights of Yeezy's Graduation LP. The music video
shows Ice Cube rolling through an extraordinarily peaceful day in south-central L.A. The song is exactly 4:20 in length. #coincidence? #methinksnot Don't face it like Nelly doesn't have the game in a chokehold for eight months straight. Country grammar is a reminder of the era of rap-singing and left-eyed
bandaid. Fantastic Voyage is one of coolio's best songs not called Gangsta's Paradise. It's a fun song to bop, or just eat potato salad for. Sometimes you just need a pinch of hip-hop history to go with your barbecue party. To do this, just walk the legs of rapper's delight bravely into the past. A historically,
so historically essential, that it is preserved by the U.S. Library of Congress. A great story of survival finds a great summer song. When things get tough, eat some ribs of meat. A simple but powerful hit single from The Fugees Fugees successful album. Before you know it, Fu-gee her is taking care of the
body of her guests and making them move to the rhythm. A soft jazz number from Q-Tip's The Renaissance. This is also a great choice if your guests are new to hip-hop. The weekends were made for michelob raps Digital Underground's Money B, echoing the vintage beer jingle. Even if you don't give a
damn about Michelob or weekend barbecue, you'll still enjoy this music any day of the week. Perfect for those sunny days when you want to retrode and remember the humble beginnings. Your idea of a party is to sit in the garage, look at the garage and watch cars pass by? All right, too. It's not exactly
clear what grass they're beating on, but who gives a flying paraplegic chicken? What's more relaxing than Sunday morning poetry set to the folk grooviness of Bubba Sparxxx and Timbaland? Blue-eyed rap has never so full of soul. In the vein of It was a Good Morning, scarface takes us on a journey
through your neighborhood in H-town, TX where everything is all fo sheezy. On My Block is ultimately about loyalty and friendship, which is what barbecue parties are all about. David Banner literally put Mississippi on his back. He tattooed his home state on his back and titled his first album Mississippi:
The Album. Most people know Banner by as Like a Pimp, but hidden in the middle of the same album is Cadillac on 22s, an exciting warning about the dangerous streets of Mississippi. A bonus track from good kid, m.A.A.d city, The Recipe finds Kendrick Lamar and Dr. Dre paying tribute to the triumvirate
of West Coast tourist attractions: women, clothes, and weather. Karl Prouse/Catwalking/Getty ImagesThe model sporting a barbecue walks the catwalk of a baby phat fashion show in New York. Fashion is fickle - styles come, come and go again in the blink of an eye. Hip-hop fashion is no exception. At
first, DJs were the leaders of hip-hop. Many have taken fashion cues from the styles discs around them, while others have developed styles of their own. As graffiti and breaks united with music to create the beginning of a cultural movement, the eyes began to focus on mcs and circuit breakers. In the
beginning, most circuit breakers dressed for comfort and practicality. Loose-fitting pants (sometimes with suspenders), comfortable sneakers (with shoelaces left mostly undone) and colorful T-shirts (to go with other members of the dancers' team) were standard on the east coast. Meanwhile, military-
inspired clothing with baggy pants (again, sometimes with suspenders) and lace boots were popular with some dancers on the west coast. When run-D.M.C. arrived on the scene, as well as a look that, at least in part, would be emulate for years: black leather jackets and pants, black fedoras or Kangol
hats, large, voluminous chains and, of course, Adidas. these leather suit slenting to nylon and cotton clothing, still adorned with heavy jewelry. The set was was covered with a Kangol or baseball cap and a pair of designer athletic shoes (Adidas gave way to Nike). African-inspired clothing also enjoyed a
wave of popularity. The kente cloth of Ghana appeared in almost all kinds of clothing, and red, yellow, black and green were the colors du jour. Hats, and even whole clothes, were worn backwards (remember the video of Kriss Kross Jump?). Basketball shirts were worn on T-shirts with jeans so baggy
that they joined in a puddle of fabric still just by the open and untied top of a Timberland or Lugz boot. As the 1990s came to an end, the oversized was still the size of the choice, be it jeans or cargo pants. The gangsta style of wearing pants so low that underwear shows persist today. Supposedly, the
practice comes from prisons, where belts are not allowed due to potentially lethal uses [source: CNN]. Kangol hats remain, as do baseball caps. Joining them is the do-rag, supposedly another influence of prison wear. Gangsta-inspired clothes weren't the only hip-hop staple of the '90s. Brands like Tommy
Hilfiger and Ralph Lauren filled cabinets from East to West Coast. The trend of heavy labels remains to this day. Some of the most prominent brands on the shopping list include: Baby Phat, Carhartt, Converse, Dickies, Ecko and Ecko Red, Fubu, G-unit, Lacoste, Phat Farm, Reebok, Rocawear, Sean
John and Von Dutch. Some of these did not originate in the fashion industry, they started within the hip-hop industry. Probably the oldest record label is Russell Simmons' Phat Farm. The hip-hop mogul's original holdings are worth about $325 million [source: Katel]. Jay-Z sold Rocawear for $204 million
and bought another clothing line, Artful Dodger, for $15 million [source: Brown]. Clothes aren't the only big deal associated with hip-hop. Accessories , particularly jewelry - bring the Benjamins, too. Long before the word bling-bling was coined, Kurtis Blow gave gold a good name wearing several chains,
some with medallions, at the same time. Run-D.M.C. and others took it a step further and reinforced the gold meter, using incredibly thick chains that resembled the actual rope. Over time, the jewels became more elaborate, and gold gave way to the platinum of the icy variety, encrusted with diamonds.
For those so inclined (not all hip-hoppers adorn themselves), there are gems for almost every part of the body. Multi-toe rings can fold like a set of super expensive fingers, not so-brass. Belly chains can complement a navel ring. Even the teeth can go gold or platinum. While some hip-hop artists have
gone after simple gold caps, today's stars can have extra sparkle and shine with a grill. From graffiti to grids, hip-hop is one of the most influential cultural movements that have ever taken place in united states -- and its impact is not limited to a continent. Next, let's take a look at how hip-hop has spread.
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